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Abstract
Background and Objectives: -similarity problem defined as measuring the
similarity among
objects and finding a group of
objects from a
dataset that have the most similarity to each other. This problem has been
become an important issue in information retrieval and data mining. Theory
of this concept is mathematically proven, but it practically has high memory
complexity and is so time consuming. Besides, the solutions found by
metaheuristics are not exact.
Methods: This paper is conducted to propose an exact method to solve similarity problem reducing the memory complexity and decreasing the
execution time by parallelism using Open-MP. The experiments are
performed on the application of text document resemblance.
Results: It has been shown that the memory complexity of the proposed
method is decreased to
, and the experimental results show that this
method accelerates the speed of the computations about 5 times.
Conclusion: The simulated results of the proposed method display a good
improvement in speed, the used memory space, and scalability compared
with the previous exact method.
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©2020 JECEI. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The similarity is defined as the resemblance degree
between two or more objects, phenomena or concepts.
In various applications, designers want to build classes of
objects based on the similarity criteria. So, it has an
important role in automated classification, clustering
methods, decision making, approximate reasoning, and
diagnosis systems [1], [2], [3]. The similarity between
two objects, known as 2-similarity, is mathematically
defined as a function on domain
as
[ ] [
]. The value of 1 shows that the objects
are identical, whereas 0 or -1 indicates that the objects
are completely different. Various kinds of similarity
measures including classic and fuzzy types have been
suggested by researchers. Some well-known classic
similarity/dissimilarity measures are Euclidean distances,
Jaccard, Overlap, Dice, Pearson and Cosine coefficients
that their effects are studied in data clustering [4].
Doi: 10.22061/JECEI.2020.7247.377

Kaufman and Rousseeuw [4] compared several
similarity measures on hierarchical clustering. Also,
different types of fuzzy similarity measures have been
developed. As an instance, a similarity measure between
two fuzzy sets has been proposed in [6]. Its main idea is
that if the intersection between two fuzzy sets is high,
their similarity is identical. Two other fuzzy similarity
measures based on the relative sigma count have been
suggested in [7]. Using the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets (IFS)
theories a fuzzy Cosine similarity measure and its
weighted kind are proposed in [8]. These similarity
measurements compute the similarity degree between
two objects. But, in some applications, computing the
similarity value among
objects or finding the most
similar -group among a dataset is required. The
concept of -similarity is mathematically defined by
Keshavarzi et al. [1] at first. But, this method is infeasible
due to the high time and memory complexities.
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Therefore it is unable to handle the large datasets. To
decrease the execution time of the algorithm and solving
the problem in a reasonable time, a binary genetic
algorithm has been exploited in [9]. Since the
performance of metaheuristics varies in different
problems, the effect of some other metaheuristics
including, particle swarm optimization (PSO),
gravitational search algorithm (GSA), imperialist
competitive algorithm (ICA) and fuzzy imperialist
competitive algorithm (FICA) has been studied and
compared in solving the - similarity problem and
finding the most similar -group of a dataset. The
experiments show that the FICA has the best results [10].
Multi-core processors gain the market with increasing
the number of cores per processor. But, the sequential
programming model does not exploit multi-core systems
well. Parallel programming techniques such as Open-MP
present more effectively using of multiple processor
cores to accelerate the speed of the algorithm [11].
Open-MP is utilized in various applications to reduce the
execution time. For example, in [11], authors used OpenMP library to accelerate finding the maximum weighted
clique. Also, the authors in [13] parallelized genetic
algorithm to present a scalable method to solve large
integer linear programming models derived from highlevel synthesis of digital circuits. In [14] a new method
for implementing the parallel breadth-first search
algorithm for graph exploration on multi-core CPUs has
been presented to accelerate the algorithm. In [15] the
authors applied Open-MP to parallelize the quadrivalent
quantum-inspired gravitational search algorithm in
WSNs. This leads to improve the speedup faster than 4
times. Also, authors in [16] increased the speed of
running the ant colony algorithm using Open-MP about
4.5 times. These researches encourage us to apply
parallelism by multi-core CPU and Open-MP to improve
the
speed
of
our
algorithm.
Although
metaheuristics [9], [10] can find a near optimal solution
in a reasonable time, their results are not exact and they
do not explore and compute the -similarity value of all
possible -groups. Since Keshavarzi’s method [1] is an
exact method but suffers from high space complexity
and its high execution time. Besides, the results of the
metaheuristic methods [9], [10] are not exact. So, we are
motivated to develop Keshavarzi’s method as an exact
one and improve its space complexity and decrease its
execution time by parallelism using Open-MP. In fact, in
the proposed approach, we perform some changes on
recursive -similarity relations introduced by Keshavarzi,
et al. [1], and by that, the space complexity decreases
from
to
for computing -similarity for a
dataset in the size of . By this approach, it is not
required to keep all similarity matrixes in the memory to
be accessible in the recursive order. Moreover, since the
194

proposed method involves several
,
we apply the parallelism technique on the most timeconsuming part of the algorithm to reduce the execution
time. By this way, we would have an exact and
executable method with lower space complexity that can
run in a more reasonable time. This proposed method is
better than Keshavarzi’s [1] method from three aspects:
The space complexity is low.
Its execution time is less than the Keshavarzi’s
method.
This method is scalable for larger datasets.
Also, it has two advantages in comparison with
metaheurstics [9], [10] including:
This method is an exact one.
This method computes the n-similarity values
for all possible groups of n objects.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows:
the next section provides some preliminaries and related
definitions. Then, the proposed parallel and exact
method in solving the -similarity problem is presented,
and shows how this method can improve the space
complexity. The experimental results as a case study on
text document similarity are presented; and finally the
paper is concluded in the last section.

Preliminaries
In this section some required definitions are
presented from [1], [9].
Definition 1. Triangular norm ( -norm) is defined as a
[ ] [ ]
function
[ ] which satisfies the
following conditions for all x , y ,w , z [0,1] :
1. Commutatively: T (x , y )  T ( y , x ) ,
2. Monotonicity:T (x , y )  T (w , z ), if
x  w , and y  z ,
3. Associativity:T (x ,T ( y ,w ))  T (T (x , y ),w ),

4. Boundary : T (x ,0)  0, T (x ,1)  x .
The minimum -norm is a well-known instances of norms which has been applied in [1], [2] to -similarity
definition;
Definition 2. The 2-similarity on domain is a function
[ ] satisfying the following conditions:
1. Reflexivity:
x U , S (x , x )  1,
2. Symmetry:
x , y U , S (x , y )  S ( y , x ),
3. Transitivity:
where ∧ is the minimum operator.
Definition 3. The 3-similarity on domain is a function
[ ]
satisfying
the
following
conditions:
1. Reflexivity:
2. Symmetry:
where
is an arbitrary
permutation of (1,2,3).
3. Transitivity property:
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∧
, where ∧ is the minimum -

∧
norm.
The minimum -norm is applied to generalize the 2similarity to 3-similarity as (1). This equation satisfies all
conditions of Definition 3.
(
Definition

(1)

)
is the
S :U U  ... U  [0,1]
n−similarity function satisfying the following conditions:
1. Reflexivity: for any x U , S (x , x ,..., x )  1,
2. Symmetry:
for all
permutations
of
.
3. Transitivity:
4.

.
It was shown in [1] that the n-similarity can be
achieved from the (n-1)-similarity satisfying all
conditions of Definition 4. If
is the
similarity on and
, then:
(

)

(2)

The pseudo codes of 3-similarity, 4-similarity and nsimilarity are presented in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3,
respectively [1]. In these algorithm computing the
similarity for each value of
is dependant on the
previous
similarities
including
,
. So, these matrixes are required to save
and this leads to increase the space complexity of this
method and the program is unable to run for datasets
which have more than 100 objects. In addition for
several nested for the execution time of these algorithms
are high and increase more by growing the size of
dataset. In the next section, it is shown how we handle
these problems.
Algorithm 1. The pseudo codes of 3-similarity
Input: 2-sim matrix
Output: Max, 3-sim matrix
Max=0;
for i=1 to size of dataset
for j=i+1 to size dataset
for k=j+1 to size of dataset
3-sim(i, j, k)=min{2-sim(i ,j),2-sim(i ,k),2-sim(j ,k)};
If(3-sim(i, j, k)>Max)
Max=3-sim(i, j, k);
end of for i, j and k
End
Algorithm 2. The pseudo codes of 4-similarity
Input: 3-sim matrix
Output: Max, 3-sim matrix
for i=1 to size of dataset
for j=i+1 to size dataset
for k=j+1 to size of dataset
for l=k+1 to size of dataset

4-sim(i, j, k, l)=min{3-sim(i, j, k),3-sim(i, j, l),3-sim(i, k ,l),3-sim(j,
k, l)};
If(4-sim(i, j, k, l)>Max)
Max=4-sim(i, j, k, l);
end of for i, j, k and l
End
Algorithm 3. The pseudo codes of -similarity
Input: (n-1)-sim matrix
Output: Max, n-sim matrix
for i1=1 to size of dataset
for i2=i1+1 to size of dataset
.
.
.
for in=i(n-1) to size of dataset
n-sim(i1,i2,…,in)=min{(n-1)-sim(i2,i3,…,in),(n-1)sim(i1,i3,…,in),…, (n-1)-sim(i1,i2,…,in-1)};
If(n-sim(i, j, k)>Max)
Max=n-sim(i, j, k);
end of for i1 to in
End

The Proposed method
Regarding Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 proposed in [1], it
can be shown that their executing time and the space
complexity are
, and the execution time and
required memory space are grown by increasing the size
of dataset
and . Therefore, using this method for
large datasets is practically impossible. Let be the size
of dataset. For computing the -similarity, it is needed to
calculate and store the
-similarity matrix in the
size of
; as the same way, it is needed to calculate
and store the
-similarity matrix in the size of
and so on. Therefore, the space complexity for
computing the
-similarity would be equal to
. By the
following proposed method, the space complexity would
be decreased to
. Let , , ,
be the 2similarity, 3-similarity, 4-similarity and
-similarity
respectively. We know:
(
By replacing
from (1) to
terms of as (4).

)
in (3), we have

(

)

(3)
in

(4)

In a similar way,
would be achieved as (5) by
replacing
in terms of . So,
can be computed
regardless of previous
similarity matrices and it
just needs 2-similarity matrix as input instead of 2similarity, 3-similarity,…,
-similarity matrixes. By
this way, the space complexity is decreased from
to
.
(

)

(5)
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Besides, to decrease the execution time of the
algorithms, we use parallelism technique using OpenMP. Open-MP is a portable implementation of parallel
programs for shared memory multiprocessors. Recently,
many algorithms are implemented in parallel using
Open-MP achieving good speedup in addition to its
simple implementation compared to other parallel
methods like CUDA applied on GPU [17]. In this problem
we have nested for loops. Either for loop can be run in
parallel but, we make outer loop parallel to reduce
number of forks and joins. Also, each thread gets its own
private copy of variables , , etc. Also, since the
iteration number of inner loops gradually is decreased,
the dynamic scheduling is exploited, in which only some
iterations of loop are allocated to threads and remaining
iterations allocated to threads that complete their
assigned iterations. Algorithms 4, 5 and 6 present the
proposed method for computing the 3-similarity, 4similarity and -similarity respectively. In all these
algorithms, we have nested
loop for computing similarity. Although the time complexity does not change
compared with [1], the execution time is improved using
parallelizing. Instruction #pragma omp parallel for
causes to divide the index of for
among running
threads and each thread works on a part of outer loop.
As an example if the size of dataset is 1000, and we have
4 threads, 250 tasks can be assigned to each thread.
Each thread computes the related n-similarities and finds
their maximum and stores the related maximum in
MaxTread[tid] cell, where tid is the index of the thread.
Finally, the maximum of array MaxTread is computed
and stored as output MAX. Also, it is observable that all
these pseudo codes just need the 2-similarity matrixes
composing of the similarity between all possible pair
wise objects.
This matrix is a symmetric one with the size of
that is the size of dataset. The elements on the main
diagonal are one; and to avoid producing results with
frequent objects, the elements below the main diagonal
are set to zero. So, each inner
loop starts from the
next value of previous loop index.
Algorithm 4. The pseudo codes of the proposed 3-similarity
Input: 2-sim matrix
Output: Max, 3-sim of each group
#pragma omp parallel for
for i=1 to size of dataset
for j=i+1 to size dataset
for k=j+1 to size of dataset
3-sim=min{2-sim(i , j),2-sim(i ,k),2-sim(j ,k)};
Write:3-sim
If(3-sim>MaxTread[tid])
MaxTread[tid]=3-sim;
end of for i, j and k
MAX=maximum of MaxTread
End
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Algorithm 5. The pseudo codes of the proposed 4-similarity
Input: 2-sim matrix
Output: Max;
#pragma omp parallel for
for i=1 to size of dataset
for j=i+1 to size dataset
for k=j+1 to size of dataset
for l=k+1 to size of dataset
begin
4-sim=min{2-sim(i, j),2-sim(i, k),2-sim(i, l),2-sim(j, k),2-sim(j,l),2sim(k,l)};
Write:4-sim
If(4-sim> MaxTread[tid])
MaxTread[tid]=4-sim;
end of for i, j, k and l
MAX=maximum of MaxTread
End
Algorithm 6. The pseudo codes of the proposed -similarity
Input: 2-sim matrix
Output: Max
#pragma omp parallel for
for i1=1 to size of dataset
for i2=i1+1 to size of dataset
.
.
.
for in=i(n-1) to size of dataset
n-sim=min{2-sim(i1,i2),2- sim(i1,i3),…, 2-sim(in-1,in)};
Write:n-sim
If(n-sim> MaxTread[tid])
MaxTread[tid]=n-sim;
end of for i1 to in
MAX=maximum of MaxTread
End

Results and Discussion
To compare the proposed method with the exact
method suggested in [1], some experiments are
conducted. One of the applications of n-similarity is in
text similarity. The purpose is to find
documents
among texual documents in such away they have the
most similarity to each other. Also the similarity among
all possible
permutations is computed. The Re0
dataset from the Reuters repository [18] are used in this
work, contained 1504 newspaper articles, 2886 key
words and 31 classes. To work with the textual datasets
some preprocessing steps are required to do. This
procedure performs as follows and the output is the 2similarity matrix which is given as input to the similarity algorithms.
Step 1: The first is tokenization in which, all digits and
symbols are removed and the strings occurred before
.
[ ] etc. are extracted and
considered as a word.
Step 2: in this step, all stop-words like a, the, is, are, etc.
are eliminated using a pre-supplied list named Weka
machine learning workbench [19] included 527 stopwords.
Step 3: There are some words with similar theme and
different morphological concept. These words would be
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Fig. 1: The speedup of the proposed method in solving the 3similarity for different number of threads and different size of
datasets.
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Finally, the 2-similarity matrix give as input to
Algorithms 4, 5 or 6 to compute the 3-similarity, 4similarity or -similarity respectively. The simulations are
performed on a laptop with CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i74702 MQ CPU @ 2.20GHz, 4 GB RAM. The results are
averaged over 5 running of the algorithms. Fig. 1, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 respectively show the results for 3-similarity,
4-similarity and 5-similarity. Each table presents the
speedup of using the proposed method for different size
of Re0 dataset from 200 to 1504 by changing the
number of cores from 2 to 8 (showing by
to ). In
Fig. 1, for dataset with the size of 200, the speedup is
enhanced from 1.45 to 4.29 by changing the number of
cores from 2 to 8. Also, for dataset in the size of 1,504
the speedup is enhanced from 1.89 to 5.43 in average.
The averaged speedup for different size of dataset is
increased from 1.66 to 5 by changing the number of
cores. Fig. 2 shows the results in the case of 4-similarity
problem. As an example, for dataset with 400
documents, the speedup is gradually enhanced from
1.47 to 5.21 for different number of threads. Also, in the
case of dataset with the size of 1,504, the speedup is
1.73 using 2 cores and is 5.68 for 8 cores. The averaged
speedup for different size of dataset varies from 1.68 to
5.38 using 2 cores and 8 cores respectively. Similarly, Fig.

S2

5

600

∑

400

√∑

3-similarity

6

(7)
Speedup

)

Speedup

(

400

In this relation, D is the size of the dataset;
is the frequency of term
in the document
and
is the number of documents in which term
occurs in [21].
Step 5: In this step, the terms with the weight less than a
predefined threshold are removed.
Step 6: In this step, to compose the 2-Similarity matrix,
the similarity between all documents is computed by
Cosine similarity measurement, which is a usual
measurement for text document applications. Equation
(7) shows this similarity measurement which computes
the similarity degree between documents
and
using their feature vectors as
[21].

200

(6)

,

3 demonstrates the results for 5-similarity problem. The
averaged speedup increased from 1.61 to 4.82 using
different number of cores starting from 2 to 8. Regarding
these figures, the speedup of 5, 5.38 and 4.82 are
averagely achieved for 3-similariy, 4-similarity and 5similarity problems by 8 cores. Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
show that the speedup is generally improved by
increasing the size of dataset and increasing the number
of threads for 3-similarity, 4-similarity and 5-similarity
problems. In fact, for larger datasets, increasing the
number of threads leads to more speedup.
Because in the case of smaller datasets dividing the
data on more number of cores has more overhead in
comparison with dividing large datasets on a same
number of cores. Fig. 4 represents the efficiency using 8
cores for 3, 4 and 5-smilarity problems for different size
of datasets. It can be seen that for 3-similarity problem,
the efficiency is increased from 53.6% for a dataset with
the size of 200 to 67.8% for the dataset with the size of
1,504. In addition, for 4-similarity problem, the efficiency
of using 8 cores changes as 57.7% to 71.0% by changing
the size of dataset from 200 to 1,504. Also, the efficiency
of using 8 cores is computed as 51.3% for a dataset with
the size of 200 and increased to 67.3% for dataset with
1,504 documents. It is observable that by growing the
size of dataset, the efficiency is increased.

200

mapped into their stem to treat as a single word. For
instance both words computing and computation are
maped into the stem comput. The Porter’s suffixstripping algorithm [20] is applied for stemming the
words.
Step 4: In the weighting step, each extracted term gets a
numerical weight.
is all occurred words
in the dataset and
is the feature
vector of document , where
is the weight of word
in document . The weighting process is done by the
TFIDF as (6).

S7

Fig. 2: The speedup of the proposed method in solving the 4similarity for different number of threads and different size of
datasets.

Table 1 presents the execution time of the Keshavarzi’s
method [1] and our proposed method in sequential and
parallel with 8 threads for 3-similarity, 4-similarity and 5similarity by changing the size of dataset. In this table “-“
means that the method is unable to solve the problem.
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Fig. 3: The speedup of the proposed method in solving the 5similarity for different number of threads and different size of
datasets.
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Fig. 4: The of efficiency using 8 threads for different size of
dataset for 3, 4 and 5-similarity problems.

The columns entitled by “[1]” shows that although the
Keshavarzi’s method [1] is theatrically true, it is
practically unable to solve the -similarity problem for
. Besides, for
the proposed method in [1]
just can work on datasets with the size of less than 200.
For the 3-similarity problem, the Keshavarzi’s method [1]
is applicable for datasets which are contained less than
1400 documents. These are due to the high memory
space which this method needs to keep matrixes to be
accessible in recursive order. While, our proposed
method is applicable for all examined size of datasets.
Because, it just needs to keep the 2-similarity matrix in
the size of
to solve the 3, 4, 5 and generally similarity problems. Moreover, in this table, it clearly
illustrates the decreasing execution time using
parallelism in comparison with sequential version of the
proposed method. So, our proposed method is a scalable
version of exact method proposed in [1]. Table 2 shows
the approximate required space memory to keep the
matrixes in Keshavarzi’s method [1] and our suggested
approach. It can be clearly seen that the proposed
method needs very low memory in comparison with [1].
Besides, the used space memory of the proposed
method is constant for 3, 4 and 5-similarity problems.
This table truly shows why the proposed method in [1] is
unable to work for large datasets and bigger amount of
as have been specified by “-“ at Table 1.
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Fig. 5: The speedup of proposed method for Re0 dataset in the
size of 1504 by changing the number of cores.
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Table 1: Comparison of the expectation time (sec.) of the
proposed method in sequential and parallel for 3, 4 and 5similarity
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Fig. 6: The efficiency of the proposed method for Re0 dataset
in the size of 1504 by changing the number of cores.
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Fig. 5 shows the speedup by changing the number of
cores from 2 to 8 for Re0 dataset with the size of 1,504,
for 3-similarriy, 4-similarity and 5-similarity problems.
For the 3-similrity, the speedup is changed from 1 to
5.43. For 4-similarity it is reached from 1 to 5.68 and in
the case of 5-similarity, the speedup increases from 1 to
5.39 by changing the number of threads from 1 to 8.
It is observable that the trend of speedup for these
three problems is so close to each other. Also, Fig. 6
shows the efficiency for Re0 dataset in the size of 1,504
for different number of cores from 1 to 8, for 3similarity, 4-similarity and 5-similarity problems. The
efficiency respectively reaches to 67.8%, 71.0% and
67.3% for 3-similarity, 4-similarity and 5-similarity by an
8-core CPU. The trend of this figure shows decreasing
the efficiency from 100% to 68% in average. Also, as in
Fig. 5, the efficiency trend is for the three problems is
similar. Generally, the proposed parallel method leads to
decreasing the execution time and increasing the
speedup especially for larger datasets. As a consequence
our method is able to deliver the exact result in a
practically feasible time in comparison with the state-ofthe-art exact method.

Conclusion
In this study, the theory of the -similarity problem is
reviewed. The executing time and the space complexity
of the previous exact method to solve this problem are
high and increase more by growing the size of dataset. In
addition, the metaheuristics proposed to solve this
problem generate non-deterministic solutions and are
unable to compute the -similarity values for all possible
groups of
objects. Therefore, in this paper we
proposed an exact method with low space complexity
and improve its running time using parallelism by OpenMP. The experiments performed on a textual dataset by
varying its size and reported results show that the
proposed parallel method averagely accelerate the
speed of the method as 5, 5.38 and 4.82 times for 3similariy, 4-similarity and 5-similarity problems
respectively. Also, it was mathematically proved that for
each value of , the space complexity was improved to
, in which is the size of dataset.
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